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Amethyst has been kidnapped! Shawn and Amethyst's sisters are frantic. Amethyst left work and
never made it home.Steele Renton is convinced that Amethyst stole his powers...and he'll stop at
nothing to get them back. He's got plans for the night of the eclipse that could cost Amethyst more
than just her empathic ability. This title does not end on a cliffhangerThis is book six in Karma's
Witches. Book 7 Hard as Flint is also available now, by Elizabeth A Reeves.
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This is Book 6 in the Karma's Witches series. Three authors, Hope Welsh, Lanie Jordan, &
Elizabeth A. Reeves take turns writing a different book in the series about 3 sisters, Amber,
Amethyst, & Topez, who share one destiny. As before, I thoroughly enjoyed the newest addition to
the series - Steele Renton. I loved that the author states in the above synopsis that "This title does
NOT end in a cliff hanger!" However, while not a cliffhanger, the story does leave you excited for the

next installment.

"Sharp as Steele" by Hope Welsh is the sixth book in the "Karma's Witches" series. Previously,
book five, "Healing Karma" ended with the kidnapping of Amethyst by Steele Renton. Angry doesn't
begin to describe Amy's feelings over the situation. Her main concern is keeping Shawn away so
that he doesn't get hurt. Meanwhile, Steele and his brothers Flint and Ian strongly believe that Amy
and her sisters stole their powers. Determined to get them back he uses intimidation and empty
threats to get Amy to cooperate. But after spending most of the day with her, he's not entirely
convinced they're to blame. Overall, I enjoyed this latest addition to the series.

The writing is awful. The author constantly switches from 1st person to 3rd person in the same
chapter, paragraph, even sentence. The book contains inconsistencies as well. Such as when
Steele refers to his familiar, Silver. First he says they had been together since he was a teenager.
Then later on the same page, he says they have only been together a few months? This obviously
was not edited. The entire series would be much better if the books were full length. And properly
edited. The story idea is good. It's a shame the writing does not do it justice.

These witches whine and complaint a lot!!! They're powerful but didn't know it ... everyone knows
they haven't been raised in the witch word but no one explain anything to them. On top of that it
seems the 3 authors sharing the series write couple of pages without reading what her predecessor
wrote: "The brothers were raised by an aunt on their mother side" ... couple of pages later "They
were raised by their father sister" uh??? ... I had to go back and check (more than once in different
parts/situations)? ... Good plot and potential history just poorly executed. The only reason I keep
reading the books is because they're part of the unlimited subscription and I really hate to leave
unfinished things even if is a not so good book. Note I said not so good and not completely bad...it is
still light reading when you're waiting on a doctor office.

I have read the first 6 books in this series. This was a very interesting story but it was poorly written
and the author makes several mistakes writing in first person. At one point she wrote part of the
sentence in first person and the second part of the sentence as third person. Between that and the
grammatical errors it was hard to follow at some points. I will continue to read the series but I really
hope that this author will go back and make some corrections.

Wow this is book 6 of the Karma Witches series and this one was packed with information. This
series just keeps getting better with each book no matter which author is doing the story telling.
They are all equal and brilliant with their seamless transitions from one book to the next. I love this
series. Just keep them coming.

Well written. Good continuity. Each book follows the one before it, yet also stands alone. Good
suspense, worth the read

This could be a very good series, but the books are to short and under developed. More like a serial
book.But I still enjoy reading the books and look forward to reading more of them.
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